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ABSTRACT

Adobe is the world's oldest and most commonly used

building material. This is no coincidence. Adobe is

universally available, inexpensive, durable and aesthetically

pleasing. Modern material science should not Qverlook this

vernacular material, but should use engineering techniques to

improve and document it.

Adobe is orten thought or as being suited only to desert

environments. This need not be the case. Adobe bricks that

are stabilized with asphalt emulsion or portland cement wi 1 1

weather well even in a tropical climate.

Here is presented a method by which high qual ity adobe

bricks can be economically produced on a small scale and in a

1 imited amount or space. The bricks are molded in a modiried

Cinva Ram at a relatively low moisture content and with voids

placed so that the drainage path is minimized and the surrace

area is maximized. While conventional adobes cannot be

handled ror several days to several weeks arter molding,

these bricks can be handled carerul ly as soon as they come

out or the mold and can be stacked arter 48 hours in a simple

solar drier.
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A LIGHTWEIGHT FAST DRYING ADOBE BRICK

INTRODUCTION

Purpose or the Investigation

The manufacture of adobe brick by conventional methods

requires a large amount of flat space and extended seasons

without rain. There are certain areas of the world that do

not meet these requirements that would benefit greatly by the

small scale commercial production or adobe brick. The

objective or this investigation is to develop a method where

by adobe bricks can be produced in relatively wet cl imates

using a minimum amount of flat land.

Background Information

Definition

The word adobe comes to Engl ish from the Arabic word,

atob, meaning sticky paste or muck. It is most commonly used

to describe sun dried mud bricks but is also used to describe

structures made of these bricks and the earth with which they

are made. Adobe is a well establ ished material whose use is

on the rise world wide. It is estimated that over half of the

people in the world 1 ive in homes made of adobe (McHenry,

1984) .



Attributes

There are several reasons why adobe is a desirable

mater i a 1. Very 1 ittle energy is consumed in its manufacture

(see Fig. 1 next page). Suitable soi 1 is avai lable almost

everywhere. Because it can be economical ly produced in most

places, the associated transportation costs are minimal.

Adobe is very durable, practically inert, and fire and vermin

proof". When stabil ized with asphalt emulsion it is more

waterproof" than fired masonry. Adobe is also conducive to a

massive style of architecture which is both thermal ly

efficient and psychologically sol id.

Production Techniques

Adobe can be efficiently produced by several different

methods on various scales. One of the most successful large

scale production techniques to date is that developed by the

Hans Sumpf company in Fresno, Cal ifornia. Using a lay-down

machine of their own design, the Sumpf yard can produce about

30,000 bricks per day (Harley, unpubl.). The Hans Sumpf

Company has shared their technology with the industry and now

some of the more successful producers in New Mexico and

Arizona are using Sumpf lay-down machines and automated

mixing machinery that insure a uniform qual ity product.
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The data used in Figure 1. below was collected by the

Energy Research Group, University of Illinois, and the

architectural firm of Richard G. Stein and Associates, New

York, in 1976. The figures for adobe were calculated by the

same measurement by Mr. McHenry. All of these amounts

include Btus expended in handl ing as well as manufacture

(McHenry,1984).

BTU'S EXPENDED IN MANUFACTURE
OF 1 e,F. MATERIAL

600

103

500

2GB

B�=,������,�������,����
Adcbe brLck Concrete block Common brLck Portland Cement Lime, hydrated Paving brick

FIG.l Energy Ex�ended Ln Manufacture
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One of the more successful methods of producing uniform,

qual ity bricks on a smal I scale is to use a hand operated

molding device such as the CINVA-RAM. This device was

invented in Columbia, South America in 1957 by Raoul Ramirez

and is used extensively by the Peace Corps throughout the

third world

Fig.2 The Cinva Ram

With this method soi I is put into the mold at a much

lower moisture content than with the traditional methods.

The mechanical action of the machine consol idates the soi I so

that the brick can be handled immediately after pressing.

There is only enough pressure put on the brick to do away

with large air spaces so that the bricks do not have any

unresolved stresses remaining.
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PUBLISHED INFORMATION ON

ADOBE MANUFACTURING

There is a surprisingly large amount of inFormation

publ ished about Adobe in general. Rex Hopson's book, ADOBE:

A Comprehensive Bibl iography, I ists more than 1,300 books,

articles, Films and maps on all aspects of earth

construction, particularly adobe. Although most of these

items deal with the history, architecture, and physical

properties of adobe bui ldings there are a Few notable

exceptions. Among the better and most cited writings on adobe

manuFacturing are:

Chevron Research Company. THE MANUFACTURE AND USE OF

ASPHALT EMULSION STABILIZED ADOBE BRICKS.

International Institute of Housing Technology. THE

MANUFACTURE OF ASPHALT-EMULSION-STABILIZED SOIL

BRICKS AND BRICK MAKER'S MANUAL.

Paul G. McHenry. ADOBE AND RAMMED EARTH BUILDINGS.

Texas Transportation Institute Bulletin, no.21.

HANDBOOK FOR BUILDING HOMES OF EARTH.

Mr. McHenry's Adobe and Rammed Earth Bui ldings is a

particularly good up to date book on all aspects of adobe

building including a good chapter on manuFacturing.
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ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

Reguirements

Two of the major requirements For the manuFacture of

adobe bricks by traditional methods are proper cl imate and

enough Flat space. It is necessary to have periods of dry

weather to mold and cure the bricks. It is also necessary to

have a large enough Flat area that the bricks can lay

undisturbed For several weeks.

Dry weather

The First of these requirements is not usually much of a

problem For a small project. Most areas of the world oFfer

some season where you can be reasonably sure of a Few dry

weeks. Even if a rare shower does pop up it is not difficult

or expensive to temporarily cover the uncured bricks with

plastic fi 1m. Cl imate can be more of a problem For the

commercial manufacturer, who must produce bricks for much of

the year. In a rainy cl imate it is necessary to dry the

bricks in covered sheds. Using conventional methods this

would necessitate very large and therefore expensive

bui ldings.
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Flat space

The second requirement, rlat space, is again not much or

a problem for a small project and a potentially

insurmountable obstacle to the quantity manuracturer. With

conventional techniques the adobe bricks are molded at a high

moisture content and lert in place ror at least three days

and for as much as two weeks. To produce very many bricks, it

is necessary to have quite a few acres or rlat land. In many

areas of the world, such as the Caribbean, rlat land is

either unavailable or too expensive to be used in this

manner.

Proposed Solutions

The obvious solution to these two 1 imitations is to speed

up the manufacturing process. By reducing the time that it

takes ror the adobes to be strong enough to be handled and

stacked, the requirement ror space is reduced. If not much

space is needed then the weather protection becomes

manageable. Stabil ized adobes are waterproor and can sit out

in the rain arter the initial drying period, so it is only

necessary to cover the bricks during this critical time.
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Low Initial Water Content

To use the least amount of space this drying time must be

minimized. To achieve this goal, I have modified the process

in three ways. First, by using the Cinva Ram, am able to

use a soil mixture with a relatively low moisture content

This obviously helps as there is less water to

remove.

Increased Surface Area

Second, the drying of adobe ;s accompl ished by the

evaporation of water from the surface of the brick. By

increasing the surface area, the amount of water that can be

removed per unit of time is increased proportionally.

Reduced Drainage Path

Third, the length of the drainage path also effects the

time necessary to dry the brick. By "drainage path", simply

mean the maximum distance that water has to travel to reach

the surface of the brick. This may be the most important

factor in reducing drying time.
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Desion Considerations

Using the Cinva Ram makes it possible to mold bricks at a

lower moisture content. By modiFying the ram I was also able

to increase the surface area of the bricks by 19% and to

decrease the maximum drainage path 46% (from 1.75 inches to 0.9

inches).

Brick Shape

My final design for the shape of the modiFied bricks was

dictated by the Fol lowing Factors:

1. Maximum surface area

2. Minimum drainage path

3. No sharp angles that concentrate stress

4. Easy to fill mold

5. Easy to remove brick from mold

6. Minimum reduction in strength (as apposed to sol id

brick)

After trying various combinations of shapes of void space

and wicking material (see Fig.3 next page), I decided to use

a shape common to the fired brick industry. This was not

just a coincidence as the design considerations for a Fired

brick are simi Jar to that for adobe.
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Figure 3. Modified A'dobe 13r1cks.
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The shape I chose was a rectangular brick 11.5" by 5.5"

(the size of the Cinva Ram mold) with three equally spaced

round 1.75" diameter holes through the 4" thickness. (see

Fig.4)

Fig.4 Modiried Adobe Bricks

This design not only resulted in a raster drying time but

also reduced the weight of the brick by 11%. The reduction

in weight, whi le not as important as the decrease in drying

time, is a benefit in that it increases the number of bricks

that can be transported in one load as well as the overall

ease of handl ing.
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ModiFication of the CINVA RAM

Prel iminary Tests

I made the prel iminary test bricks in the three hole

conFiguration by careFully placing paper tubes fil led with

sand into the ram and then hand packing the adobe soi I around

these tubes. These bricks were then pressed in the normal

manner, the sand was drained, and the paper tubes removed.

While this method was satisfactory for making a few test

bricks, it was necessary to devise a method by which bricks

could be made quickly and easily.

Final Design

designed, and had built, an insert for the CINVA RAM

using 1/4" steel plate, several lengths of 1" and 1-1/4"

steel pipe, and three valve springs from a Ford tractor (see

Fig.6 on next page). There is a groove cut into the outside

wall of the smaller pipe and a pin set through the wal I of

the larger pipe and into the groove. This al lows movement

only within the desired range. The range of movement was

Further adjusted by welding a stop ihside of the smaller pipe

to hold the spring.
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The insert is designed to accommodate smal 1 variances in

the thickness of the brick. This was necessary to el iminate

the need to be precise in measuring the soi 1 that is put into

the mold. Smal 1 variations in the thickness of the brick can

be easi ly compensated For by varying the thickness of the

mortar joints.

Fig.6 Insert For CINVA RAM
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TESTING THE DESIGN

Soi 1 Selection

Recent studies have shown that qual ity adobe bricks can

be made rrom a wide range or soils. In a series or tests

conducted by the U.S. Department or the Interior, National

Park Service, soil samples were taken rrom a large number or

successrul adobe buildings, most or which are at least 100

years old. An analysis or these samples showed a

surprisingly wide range or particle size distribution

(McHenry, 1 984) . In another study conducted in Colorado

under a DOE Grant (#DE-FG48-81R801008) , sample bricks and

structures were made at random locations using natural ly

occurring soils. Although these soils ranged rrom coarse

gravel to heavy clays, almost all or them made good adobes.

As a result or these studies, it is now thought that,

within�certain 1 imits, particle size and clay content are or

minimal importance in selecting an adobe soi 1. Soils with

very 1 ittle clay wi 1 1 not hold together and thus wil I have

1 ittle compressive strength and resistance to weathering.

Soils with very much clay will be dirricult to work with,

will need a high proportion or asphalt emulsion (because or

the increased surrace area), and will usually crack badly

during the drying process.
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If you have a variety of soils avai lable, it would be

best to choose the sandiest mix that wi 11 produce the desired

strength. This wi I I reduce production costs by conserving

asphalt emulsion and making mixing simpler.

In the prel iminary tests on brick shape (see Fig.S),

used an expansive clay soil that happened to be handy. This

soi 1 was difficult to work with but served its purpose in

that it magnified the difficulties and advantages of the

various experimental shapes.

After deciding on an optimum shape and bui lding a device

to produce bricks in that shape, I tested various soils to

find one that would be easy to work with and would produce

good bricks (see appendix B). The soil I chose is a red

sandy clay (ASHTO designation SC) that had been used as

backfi 1 1 around a culvert at the Engineering Annex on Highway

21. This soi I seemed to be ideal at first but after

extensive testing I have come to the conclusion that it would

have been better if it had a sl ightly higher clay content.

Most bui lding codes in the United States require adobe

bricks to average 300 psi compressive strength (see appendix

A). The modified bricks in this test did not quite achieve

this strength. think that with a sl ightly higher clay

content that this would not have been a problem.
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Testing the Bricks

Moisture Content

AFter constructing the insert For the Cinva Ram and

obtaining several pickup loads of the chosen soil, I made and

tested about 60 bricks. I found the ram to work best when

the soi 1 had a water content [(weight of water/weight of

sol ids)x 100J of about 15% to 17%. IF the soi 1 was wetter

than this, it tended to squirt out of the seams in the ram

and stick to the edges of the mold. When the soi 1 was dryer

than this, it was hard to handle the brick without damaging

it.

Release Agents

I tried using several diFFerent release agents to

fac; 1 itate removing the bri�k from the mold but found that it

worked best when the mold was clean and dry. Motor 0 i 1 was

messy and did not really help much. Pam, a vegetable oi 1

spray, worked well before the mold got dirty but would be

expensive and required that the mold be cleaned after every

three or four bricks. Water actually made it more difficult

to remove the bricks intact. I found that with about a 16%

moisture content the bricks were removed fairly easily,

leaving 1 ittle residue in the mold.
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Drying

A Fast and inexpensive way to dry adobe bricks in a small

manuFacturing operation would be in a solar dryer. This

would be very simi lar to a greenhouse. It would have a clear

plastic shel I with a black Floor and a venti lation system

(Fans) to remove moisture From the air. To simulate these

conditions, as I did not have a greenhouse, I dried the
o

bricks in an environmental chamber that was kept at 140

Fahrenheit and at 25% relative humidity. This is sl ightly

hotter and dryer than it would be in a solar dryer and thus

stressed the bricks more. As the soil I used was very sandy,

both the sol id bricks and the modiFied bricks dried quickly.

The modiFied bricks were completely dry (less than 2% w) in

about 36 hours. The sol id bricks were dry in about 60 hours.

Compressive Strength

Standard compression tests with an Instron Universal

Testing Machine showed that both the sol id and the modiFied

bricks gained compressive strength as they dried. The sol id

bricks gained 1 ittle strength in the First 12 hours and

slowly in the second 12 hour period. The modiFied bricks

gained strength at a steady rate until they were completely

dry aFter 36 hours (see Fig.7 next page).
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Stabi 1 ization

To fact litate testing most of the bricks were

unstabi 1 ized. The relative dif�erence between the properties

of the sol id and the modified bricks should be the same

regardless of soi 1 type and stabil ization. I did however do

tests on the soil to determine the optimum amount of asphalt

emulsion to use. I made test bricks at 2,3,4,5,6,7, and 8%

asphalt emulsion (by weight). used a type CSS1H asphalt

given to me by Tom Harley of the Hans Sumpf Company. These

bricks were dried thoroughly and then weighed. The bricks

were then placed on a constantly saturated cloth surface for

seven days and then weighed again. Most if not all building

codes require a brick to absorb less than 2.5% moisture by

weight to be called stabil ized. The results of this test

were as fo 1 lows:

% EMULSION Wt.. DRY Wt. WET % GAIN

2 6499 670g 3 . 1610

3 7099 7319 3.03'70

4 650g 665g 2.2310

5 651g 6659 2.07'70

6 6559 6689 1.91'70

7 6519 6659 2.23'70

8 631g 6409 1.51'70
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This test determines that only 4% (by weight) asphalt

emulsion is necessary to stabi 1 ize this soi 1. This is a

relatively small amount due to the large particle size and

correspondingly small total surrace area. This would be a

major benerit to using a sandy soil such as this. The Hans

Sumpr Company uses about 5.5% asphalt emulsion and most New

Mexico manuracturers or stabil ized adobes need 10% to 15% to

achieve less than 2.5% absorption (McHenry,1984).

CONCLUSIONS

Adobe is the quintessence or appropriate technology

appl ied to material science. Its availabil ity, the ease with

which it is made and used, and its inherent properties make

it the building material for most of the world's population.

Everything that can be done to study and improve this

material and its uses should be done.

The modiried shape studied here results in a

substantially reduced drainage path and an increase in

surrace area. This can double the compressive strength

obtained in the rirst rew days or drying. Looked at another

way; adobe bricks made in the modiried shape described here,

are strong enough to handle and stack in halr the time

necessary for sol id adobe bricks.
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This will result in substantial savings where dry weather

and Flat land are scarce.

The Cinva Ram with the mechanical insert described here

wi 1 1 make good bricks of the modiFied shape. I have some

reservations though, concerning the amount of labor necessary

using this method. A commercial producer of adobes should

investigate a more mechanized method of producing these cored

bricks, even in developing countries where capitol is scarce

and unskil led labor is cheap. A simple extruder could

probably be made that would speed up production considerably.

I am convinced that the way to speed up drying and

thereby reduce the need For covered space is to make the

adobes in a shape similar to the one developed here. I would

1 ike to see more work done to design a simple automated

process to make these bricks.
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APPENDIX A EL PASO CODE

Th<.? fo 1 low i ng is the adobe port i on or the City or E 1 Paso

Bui lding Code. This code was adopted in 1980 by the E1 Paso

City Council and in 1982 as an appendix to the Standard

Building Code. This code is one or the better ones used in

the United States and as a part or the Standard Building Code

could easily be incorporated into the building codes or most

Texas communities.

EL PASO CODE

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 6, ARTICLE II OF THE EL
PASO CITY CODE, SECTION 6-14 (BUILDING CODE, ADOPTED

AMENDMENTS), THE PENALTY BEING AS PROVIDED IN SECTION
1-6 OF THE CODE.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EL
PASO
That the ro1 lowing sections or Chapter 6 or the El
Paso City Code (Buildings) be and are hereby amended
to read as ro1 lows:
Section 6-14, incorporating the book entitled
"Standard Building Code, 1976 Edition," with certain
amendments thereto, is amended to read as ro1 lows:

Chapter VI, C1assirication or Buildings by
Construction, Section 607 (A), is hereby amended to
read as fo 1 lows:
607 (A), Type VII, Construction.
1) General. The scope or this section is to derine
adobe types, specirications and accepted construction

practices. The provisions or this section are not
intended to prevent alternatives uses and methods not
covered herein. It is intended that this document be
a 1 iving document able to incorporate new inrormation
on uses and methods of manufacture and construction
of adobe.

2) Classes of adobe.

a) Unstabil ized Adobes. Unstabil ized adobes are

adobes which do not meet the water absorption
specifications of paragraph 3)b) (3) below. This
shall hold even if some water absorption protective
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agent has been added. The determination as to
whether an adobe is stabil ized or unstabi lized is to
test for compl iance with paragraph 3)b) (1)-(3)
below. Exterior walls of unstabil ized adobe are

al lowed but must comply with paragraph 4)i) requiring
Portland cement plaster applied to the outside. Use
of unstabil ized adobes as prohibited within 4 inches
above the finished floor grade. Stabil ized adobes

may be used for the first 4 inches above finished
floor grade. Mortar must be Type 0 of adobe soil
(either stabil ized or unstabi 1 ized).

b) Stabil ized Adobes. The term stabil ized is
defined to mean adobes made of soil to which certain
admixtures are added in the manufacturing process in
order to 1 imit the adobe's water absorption in order
for it to comply with paragraph 3)b) (3) below.
Exterior walls constructed of stabil ized adobe

require no additional protection. Stucco is not

required. In order for the wall to so comply. the
mortar must be of Type N or adobe soil treated with
an additive to make the mortar comply with the same

water absorption requirement in paragraph 3)b) (3)
below.

3) Material specifications and testing procedures for
adobe.

a) Unstabil ized adobe.

(1) Soil. The performance of adobe units in
tests prescribed in subparagraphs 3)a)2) through
3)a)5) shall determine suitabi 1 ity of soi 1 material.

By this standard any adobe unit. whether it be
manufactured by traditional or modern techniques.
must meet the same objective standard.

(2) Compressive Strength.
(a) The units shall have an average

compressive strength of 300 pounds per square inch
when tested in accordance with ASTM C67. One sample
out of five may have a compressive strength of not
less than 200 pounds per square inch.

(b) Reserved.
(3) Module of Rupture. The unit shall average

50 pounds per square inch in modulus of rupture when
tested according to the fol lowing procedure:

(a) A cured unit shall be laid over

(cyl indrical) supports two inches (2") in diameter.
located two inches (2") from each end, and extending
across the full width of the unit.
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(b) Acyl inder two inches (2") in diameter
shall be laid midway between and parallel to the

supports.
(c) Load shall be appl ied to the cy1 inder at

the rate or 500 pounds per minute until rupture
occurs.

(d) The modulus or rupture is equal to 3WL 2
2Bd

W = Load or rupture
L = Distance between supports
B = Width or brick
d = Thickness or brick

(4) Moisture Content. The moisture content or
the unit shall not be more than four percent by
weight.

(5) Shrinkage Cracks. No units shall contain
more than three shrinkage cracks, and no shrinkage
crack shall exceed three inches (3") in length or

one-eight (1/8) in width.

b) Stabilized adobe.

(1) All specifications included in 3)a) (1) -

(5) to apply to stabi 1 ized adobe.

(2) Soil for stabil ized adobe shall, in

addition to 3)a) (1), be chemically compatible with
the stabil izing materials.

(3) Absorption. A dried four-inch (4") cube
cut from a stabilized sample unit shall absorb not
more than two and one-half percent moisture by weight
when placed upon a constantly water saturated porous
surface ror seven (7) days.

4) Adobe construction.
a) General. The height or every laterally

unsupported wall or unburned clay units shall be not

more than 10 times the thickness or such walls.
Exterior walls which are laterally supported with
those supports located no more than 24 reet apart,
are allowed a minimum thickness or 10 inches for

single story and a minimum thickness of 14 inches ror
the bottom story or a two-story with the upper story
al lowed a minimum thickness of 10 inches. Interior

bearing walls are al lowed a minimum thickness or 8
inches.

b) Foundation under adobe walls. All adobe walls
and partitions herearter erected shall rest on

roundation walls constructed or sol id masonary [sic]
or concrete, which shall be brought up to a point at
least eight inches above the finished grade outside
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or under the building. Where stem wall insulation is

used. a variance is a1 lowed ror the stem wall width
to be two inches (2") smaller than the width or the
adobe wall it supports.

c) Exterior walls. All walls or adobe (stabi1 ized
or unstabi 1 ized) shall not have thickness less than
that a1 lowed in paragraph 4)a) above. Mortar shall
be in accordance with paragraph 2)a) and 2)b) above.
depending on the class or adobe being used. All
adobe brick shall be laid up with ru11rlush (bed)
joints. All adobe shall be laid in a ru1 1 running
bond in the direction or the wall. In no case can

the bond be less than 4 inches. Walls or treated
adobe which do not require a protective coating must
be laid up with rull bed and rul 1 head (end) joints.

d) Piers. columns and short walls. Adobe shall
not be used ror narrow isolated isolated piers or

columns in a bearing capacity. Wall sections less
than twenty-rour inches shall be considered as

isolated piers, in which case the 1 inte1 shall be

designed to span the distance or both openings and
the pier.

e) Tie beams. All adobe walls shall contain a

continuous tie beam at point or bearing.
(1) Concrete tie beam. Shall be a minimum

size six inches (6") depth by width or wall up to a

ten inch (10") width. For walls thicker than ten

inches, a ten inch (10") tie beam wi 1 1 surrice. All
concrete tie beams shall be continuously reinrorced
with a minimum or two number 4 reinrorcing rods each
rloor and ceil ing plate 1 ine.

(2) Wood tie beams. Shall be minimum size
six inches (6") depth by wall width up to ten inch

(10") width. For walls thicker than ten inches, a

tie beam or ten inch (10") thickness shall surrice.
The wooden tie beam shall be overlapped, or spliced,
at least six inches (6") at all joints. All joints
shall have a wall bearing or at least twelve inches

(12"). Wood tie beams may be sol id in the six inch

(6") dimension or may be bui 1t up then by applying
layers or lumber. No layer shall be less than

indicated one inch (1"). Wood joints, vigas or beams
shall be spiked to the wood tie beam with large nails
or large screws. All wooden tie beams to be treated
to prevent decay.
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f ) Lintels. All 1 intels shall be considered as

structural members and designed in accordance with

app1 icable provisions of' Chapter XII of' the City
Building Code and may be of' wood. concrete or steel.

(Chapter XII - Minimum Design Loads.)
g) Interior stud partitions. Interior stud

partitions shall be adequately secured to the adobe
wall.

h) Parapet walls. All adobe parapet walls
shall be water proof'ed.

i) Plastering. All exterior walls of'
unstabil ized adobe shall be plastered on the outside
with Portland cement plaster. minimum thickness 3/4
inches in accordance with Chapter 18. Protective

coatings other than plaster are al lowed. provided
such coating is equivalent to Portland cement plaster
in protecting the unstabi 1 ized adobes against
deterioration and/or loss of' strength due to water.
If' wallis 14 inches or thicker, mud plaster may be
used. When using Portland cement plaster, metal wire
mesh minimum 20-gauge by one and one-half' inch (1
1/2") opening shall be securely attached to the
exterior adobe wall surf'ace by nails or staples with
minimum penetration of' one and one-half' inches (1
1/2"). Such mesh f'asteners shall have a maximum

spacing of' sixteen inches (16") from each other. All

exposed wood surf'aces in adobe walls shall be treated
with an approved wood preservative before the

appl ication of' wire mesh.

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 26th DAY of FEBRUARY 1980.
STATE OF TEXAS
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ADOBE NOTES

1/09/85

Tested three samples or possible soi 1. Two were rrom

Rosas Trucking's borrow pit on Rock Prairie Rd. The

sample labeled "1" was sand with a white clay. This was

the most common soil at the site and was what could be

expected ir a load was ordered. The second sample labeled

"2" was rrom a bank just to the 1ert or the entrance as

you enter it. This was the same sand with more or a red

clay. The third sample tested was a clay rrom the Col lege

Station Sanitary Landri 1 1. As a control tested some or

the soil I got rrom the Hans Sumpr Adobe yard in Fresno

Ca 1 i for n i a.

I made small molded blocks or the samples and let them dry

ror two days.

hard blocks.

Allor these samples seemed to make good

also ril led mason jars with the soils and

water and shook them vigorously and then let them settle.

The three samples rrom this area settled with a clear

layer or water on top (even the clay rrom the landri 1 1).

The Sumpr sample on the other hand retained clay in

suspension/solution.

Samp 1 e 1.

This looked to be the better or the three soils. It

seemed to have a 1 ittle more clay and less silt than the

other sandy soil. It eventually settled clear but took

longer than sample 2.
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Sample 2.

This sample at rirst appeared to have more clay in it than

did sample 1 but in rirteen minutes it had settled with a

clear layer or water on top.

rines in sample 2. are si 1ts.

It seems that most or the

Sample 3.

This is the clay rrom the 1andri1 1 cover. It is a heavy

sticky clay and would be dirricult to work with. Although

it took longer (24+ hours), this sample also settled with

a clear layer or water at the top.

Sumpr Soil

This soil re1t sandy when moistened and rubbed between the

ringers. It made roam that lasted quite a while when it

was shaken in the jar. Arter settl ing ror 48 hours this

sample sti 1 1 had clay in the top layer or water. It also

showed a better range or particle sizes than did the other

three samples.

Brazos Bottom Fill

On Friday Jan 11, 1985 I made several test bricks with the

Cinva Ram. The sandy soi ls I tried ( Samples 1 & 2 ) were

too rragi le and could not be removed rrom the ram with out
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crumbl ing. The heavy clays From the landFill were too

sticky and diFFicult to work with. tried mixing these

soi ls and got an acceptable brick but the labor involved

in mixing a large uniForm sample would be prohibitive.

About this time Randy Lastname came into the lab with a

couple hundred pounds of a soi 1 that he was preparing For

use in compaction labs For CE-365. This soil seemed to be

just what I need. It is a red sandy clay with more clay

than my sandy samples.

brick with this soi 1.

I made a settlement test and a

Randy said that Richard Bartoskewitz a CE proFessor

arranged For him to get this soil From the Engineering

Annex on Highway 21. It had been used For Fill around a

large culvert that had recently been instal led there.

The test brick that I made with this Brazos Bottom Soil

looks pretty good. It came out of the ram easily and held

together well during a considerable amount of handl ing.
o

leFt this brick in the 140 25% relative humidity chamber

For a week. It dried with only a Few short expansion

cracks. The edges were more crumbly than a SumpF brick.
o 0

I took this test brick directly From the 140 to the 20

outside. It made this temperature change without

noticeable eFFect. I then dropped the brick onto concrete

From waist height. About 1/8 th of an inch of the edge

that struck the concrete crumbled but the brick was still

structurally sound.
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Alex's Soil

Alex found a soil near his home that has a fairly high

clay

content but is still workable. It settled much 1 ike the

Sumpf soi 1, the water above the sample was still cloudy

after a week. We made several bricks from this soi 1 and
o

dried them for a week in the 140 room. Even though all

of these bricks cracked pretty badly they held together

and were harder than the Brazos Bottom Bricks. This soi 1

is an ideal candidate for our experiments with a modified

shape. If by shortening the drainage path we can prevent

this soil from cracking then we will have a superior

brick.
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